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Instruction to Authors
1. Aims and Scope
The Journal of Global Positioning Systems (JGPS) is the
official scientific publication of the International Association
of Chinese Professionals in Global Positioning Systems
(CPGPS). JGPS is a peer-reviewed journal, which publishes
original research papers, review articles, invited contributions,
also including those selected papers presented at international
positioning related conferences and symposiums. Articles
should present discussions of technologies and applications of
any positioning systems, including Global Navigation Satellite
Systems (GNSS) and their various augmentations and local
components, indoor positioning, and inertial navigation
systems. Articles presenting advances of other related areas,
such as information and communication technology (ICT),
sensor networks, spatial information and geosciences and
statistics are also welcome. Short research and technical notes,
book reviews, lecture series and commercial advertisements
can be included. Specific questions about the suitability of
prospective manuscripts may be directed to Editor-in-Chief.
JGPS editors welcome contributions from authors throughout
the world. The JGPS editors have the sole responsibility and
authority to accept or reject a submitted paper based on the
evaluation of the submission by peer-reviewer or associate
editors in the aspects such as the its suitability for the focus of
this journal, its originality and scientific merit.

2. Manuscript Specifications
All the manuscripts should be submitted in English. In the
preparation of the manuscripts, authors are expected to pay
attention to both scientific accuracy and clarity of presentation
for their work.
The manuscript should be arranged in the following order
(begin new sections on new pages):
1. Title page including authors’ names and affiliations
2. Abstract
3. Text (including appendices)
4. Acknowledgments
5. Reference list
6. Figure captions
7. Tables
8. Figures
9. Copyrighted material
Generally, the manuscripts are expected to meet the following
formatting requirements.
•
For MS Word and Corel WordPerfect, use doublespaced, 12 pt Times New Roman.
•
Use line numbers in submitted manuscript.
•
Use English UK. as the language.
•
Use Times New Roman. Do not use Symbol, Sim Sun, or
Minchon fonts.
•
Space between all paragraphs.
•
Do not use italic font for units of measure or chemical
elements.
•
Do not use any special typeface for emphasis.
•
Avoid text footnotes; they should be incorporated into the
text or eliminated completely.
•
Do not create math equations or tables as pictures.
•
Use MathType or insert symbols as normal text.

Title page. The title page of the manuscript should include a
concise and informative title, which is followed by the
name(s) of the authors, the affiliation(s) of address(es) of the
author(s), the email address, telephone and fax numbers of the
communicating author.
Abstract. The purpose of the abstract is twofold: (1) state the
nature of the investigation and (2) summarize the important
conclusions of this investigation. The abstract should be in a
single paragraph no more than 200 words and is suitable for
separate publication in an abstract journal. References should
not be included in the abstract.
Key words. Three to five key words should be provided by
the author(s), and appear on a line following the abstract.
Tables. Tables should be numbered using Roman numerals
and be given a short title. All tables must be cited in the text.
All the columns in each table must have headings. Column
headings must be arranged so that their relation to the data is
clear and refer to column below. Manuscripts should avoid
tables created with the tab key, pictures, and embedded
objects.
Figures. All photographs, graphs, and diagrams should be
referred to as Fig., which should be numbered consecutively.
Give a concise and informative caption to each figure, and cite
each figure in numerical order in text. The authors should
clearly mark orientation on figure, if questionable. Do not
include in the figure any information that could easily be
included in the caption. The units must be included for each
axis in the figure.
Units. All scientific and technical data presented in the
manuscript should be stated using the international system of
units (SI units), except in unavoidable circumstances.
Footnotes. Footnotes should be avoided.
References. Only reference that are cited in the paper, and
that have been published or have been accepted for
publication, should be included in the reference list. The
references are arranged alphabetically by the surname of
authors, with the form:
Smiths A. J. (1966), The title of article, Journal name, Vol.
10, No. 10, pp. 23-33.
Smiths A. J., A. B. John, and C. D. Brad (1999), The title of
article, Journal name, Vol. 15, No. 2, pp. 1-9.
Smiths A. J. and A. B. John (2002), The title of article,
Proceedings of Institute of Navigation GPS 2002, Portland,
Oregon, USA, September 24-27, 2002, pp. 1-10.
Wolfs P. and J. Excellent (1988), Book name, Publisher,
Location (City), pages.
Multiple entries for the same author(s) are listed
chronologically. Two or more references from the same
author(s) in the same year are discriminated by a, b, c, etc.
after year.
References are cited in the text by the surname(s) of author(s)
and year: (Smiths, 1966). Where there are two authors, both
should be named; when a work with more than two authors is
mentioned, only the first author's name plus 'et al.' need to be
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given. If the author’s name is part of the sentence, only the
year is bracketed.
Mathematics in manuscript. Mathematical equations should
be included, as necessary. However, details of extensive
mathematical derivations, which are available in referenced
literature, should be omitted.
•
Use italic for variables, bold for vectors and matrices,
vector in lowercase letters and matrices in capital
letters, script for transforms, and sans serif for tensors.
•
Use superscripts and subscripts in superior or inferior
position; do not use raised and lowered fonts.
•
Extend fraction bars under the entire length of the
numerator.
•
Use the “degree” symbol instead of superscript
lowercase “o.”
•
Use “exp” rather than “e” if the argument of an
exponential is complicated or lengthy.
•
Avoid awkward fractional composition by using
negative powers.
•
Use solidus fractions (l/r) in text.
•
Use the following to avoid ambiguity: parentheses,
brackets, and braces, in that order { [ ( ) ] }.
•
Number displayed equations consecutively within the
article, not within the section.
•
Place equation number (in parentheses) to the right of
the equation.
•
Add one extra line space above and below all
displayed equations.
Notation. The notation is a list of parameters used in the text
and their definitions. They should be set up as shown in the
following sample:
c
speed of light in vacuum, m/s.
d
distance between GPS satellite and GPS receiver, m.
Acknowledgments. Acknowledgments should be limited to
collegial and financial assistance. Acknowledgments are not
meant to recognize personal or manuscript production support.
Copyrighted material. Authors who use material (e.g.,
graphics, tables) from another author or copyright holder must
obtain written permission to do so. This includes any figures
redrawn but basically unaltered or with only slight
modifications, or contents based on an authors’ conference
paper. Permission must allow for the distribution of the
material in any and all media in current and future formats.
Obtaining permission can be a lengthy process, so please
make sure that you have the necessary permissions before you
submit your manuscript to JGPS. Written permission(s) should
accompany the manuscript when submitted. Articles will not
be published until permissions are received at JGPS.
3. Manuscript Submissions
All the manuscripts should be submitted in electronic format.
The electronic manuscript can be sent via e-mail as
uncompressed attachment file(s) or mailed (in a CD) to the
Editor-in-Chief. The e-mail and mailing addresses are:
Dr. Yanming Feng
Faculty of Information Technology
Queensland University of Technology
GPO Box 2434, Q4001, Australia
Phone 61-7-3138 2783 Fax: 61-7-3138 1214
E-mail: y.feng@qut.edu.au
4. Acceptable File Formats
Authors will be asked to provide final manuscripts and
artwork as electronic files. JGPS accepts a wide range of file

formats for manuscript submissions. Currently, submissions in
format of Word, WordPerfect, or PDF are acceptable. JGPS
currently cannot accept any final files for publication created
in Microsoft Word 2007. Equations and special characters
produced in this new format are not compatible with internal
copyediting and production processes.
Acceptable Vector Graphics formats include EPS
(Encapsulated PostScript), PDF. Acceptable Raster (Image)
Graphics formats include JPEG (Files must meet minimum
requirement of 300 dpi), TIFF, GeoTIFF.
5. Copyright
Submission of a manuscript will be held to imply that it
contains original unpublished work and is not under
consideration for publication elsewhere. Before the manuscript
can be published in JGPS, a copyright agreement must be
signed and sent to JGPS.
6. Review Process
Confirmation of submission is generally sent out within three
business days of receipt. The manuscript will be reviewed
independently by the members of the editorial board and/or
other suitable experts in the subject area. During the review
process, the author(s) may be asked to revise the manuscript.
Based on the recommendations from these reviewers, the
Editor-in-Chief will make a final decision on acceptance or
rejection of the manuscript. The peer-review process will
assure the anonymity of the reviewers of all submissions.
7. Proofs and Reprints
The author will receive the PDF files of the copy-edited and
typeset version of the accepted manuscript for final inspection.
Proofs should be checked and returned to the Editor-in-Chief
within three days. A free PDF-reprint file for each manuscript
will be provided to the author(s).
Language and Editing Services. The following information
is provided as a courtesy to authors who are seeking
professional language and editing services prior to submission
of manuscripts. JGPS does not assume any responsibility for
their
use
Scientific
Reviewer™
Service:
scientific.reviewer@gmail.com
Subscriptions and Advertising. Membership with CPGPS
has the free subscription to the Journal during the period of
membership. Subscriptions from non-members and
advertising inquiries should be directed to:
CPGPS Headquarters
Department of Geomantic Engineering
The University of Calgary
Calgary, Alberta, Canada T2N 1N4
Fax: 403-284-1980
Email:journal@cpgps.org
Usage Permissions. JGPS grants permission to individuals
who make single copies for personal use in research, study, or
teaching and use figures, tables, and short quotes from the
journal for republication in scientific books and journals. This
permission does not necessarily include posting a copy of the
PDF or HTML created by JGPS for publication, e.g. on
personal website. JGPS doesn’t charge for any of these uses,
but the material must be cited appropriately.
8. Inquiries
All inquiries about manuscript submissions and other issues
should be directed to the Editor-in-Chief.
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